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Can nanotechnologies assist in solving
21st century environmental challenges?
a critical review of opportunities and risks

The context of this series of papers
Nanotechnologies are the science and business of
manipulating matter at the atomic scale. Materials produced with the aid of nanotechnologies
are starting to be used in many areas of everyday
life (cosmetics, clothing fabrics, sports equipment, paints, packaging, food, etc). As the applications expand, many proponents are positioning
nanotechnologies as part of a greener, more sustainable future. Is there a basis to these claims,
or will nanotechnologies only lead to more toxic
materials, more production and consumption,
and a decrease of control over how to create and
live our lives?
In this context, it is essential for environmental
NGOs to gain knowledge on different aspects of
the emerging nanotechnology development and
governance debates, especially in relation to
critically discussing the promotion of nanotechnologies for use in green technologies (i.e. for renewable energy production and water filtration).
Environmental NGOs also need to clarify and become aware of the importance of their involvement in the governance of nanotechnologies and
their products and become actively involved in
public dialogue about the future development
and direction of their use. It is crucial that as
nanotechnologies expand into the “green” sector, environmental NGOs formulate political demands and become involved in public debates
concerning the sustainable and responsible development of nanotechnologies.

This series of papers is meant to serve as a capacity building tool empowering environmental
NGOs to work actively in the field of sustainable
governance and use of nanotechnologies and nanomaterials. This objective will be met through
the production of four separate publications between April and July 2009. The outline of the issues addressed in each publication is as follows:
1. Challenges and opportunities to green nanotechnologies
2. Environment, health and safety research and
emerging concerns about the sustainability of
nanotechnologies and nanomaterials
3. Regulatory status and initiatives in Europe
and rest of the world on nano materials
4. NGO guidelines on sustainability assessment
of nanotechnology and nanomaterials
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“…to be effective and worthy of public trust, any governance system must be able to demonstrate
that it has the technical competence to understand the systems for which it is responsible. It must
also be inclusive and capable of demonstrating fiduciary responsibility towards its constituents. Effective and trustworthy governance arrangements must therefore have at least four key qualities.
They must be informed, transparent, prospective and adaptive. To achieve these characteristics
they also need to be supported by skilled regulatory bodies and decision-making processes that deliver proportionate outcomes.”
It is possible, and indeed essential, to narrow the gaps through concerted efforts in research and by
tightening and extending existing regulations. But the governance of emerging technologies in the
face of ubiquity, ignorance and uncertainty must amount to much more than this.
The UK Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution

An emerging technology – early in development or out of control?
Nanotechnologies and some of their potential uses
have raised questions on the deeper embedding of,
and the increasingly inherent nature of, uncertainty in the development of new technologies.
Uncertainty might be problematic for legislators
who are advised to take science-based policy decisions; and confusing for the public which lacks adequate tools to manage uncertainty and risks, especially if they are not aware that they are even being
exposed to them. It appears not worrying at all for
scientists who are used to operating within highly
unknown environments, where the quest for knowledge means exploring the unknown. It is therefore
a complex undertaking to develop a common approach to nanotechnologies governance that meets
the interest of all these stakeholder groups. But this
is precisely what needs to be done, if nanotechnolo-
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gies and innovation are to meet their true solutions
potential.
Today the prefix ‘nano’ can be attached to almost
any product or material, often with predictions
about fantastic futuristic applications. As with most
‘new’ technologies or processes, there is often more
hype about their potential to bring well-needed solutions to ongoing problems, than is deserved by the
less spectacular results in applications that reach
the market. In such cases, deep scepticism or even
a severe public backlash can be expected when it
becomes clear that many of those predictions are
unrealistic. Partly this is due to the principal applications of any new and innovative technology
being created by the technology itself, not by demand from society. The resulting applications often

address ‘needs’ that were not even recognised or
imagined by the public. This is mostly due to a large
part of innovation, and therefore science and research, being guided by market forces rather than
by societal objectives. Ultimately, progress in the
applications of science or technology has become
opportunistic, exploiting whatever market opportunities exist or can be created by whatever new
scientific or technological applications happen to be
offered.
Given that anticipated future developments in nanotechnologies have some serious ethical elements,
governance of innovation and specific new technologies needs to include a long-term look when judging
an application’s potential - one that not only scans
the horizon for new technological and scientific developments, but which puts these in the context of
social, economic and environmental sustainability.
A natural question to ask is “Do we know where we
are heading?”, to which the answer – in the case in
point of nanotechnology development – is “not really”.
A number of directions for materials and applications appear promising, but we cannot predict which
of these will be the most promising and which, if
any, will lead down blind alleys. There are also still
the new unforeseeable directions that will emerge
in the course of time. While such uncertainty does
not really matter for those involved in research and
development, it certainly is an underlying question
for the social acceptance, for science’s credibility in
the eyes of the public, and the governance of nano-

technologies. It is also important from an environmental sustainability perspective, given the need
to come back within the carrying capacity of the
planet in our exploitation of the Earth’s resources.
As innovation and eco-efficiency look set to become
longer-term cornerstones in the economic recovery
of many industrialised countries’ economies, the
importance of the development of more detailed
public policy sustainability objectives increases. It
is therefore important to recognise that the objectives of public policy on innovation (and not just
on nanotechnologies), research and even industrial
policy/sustainable production need to give better
sustainability guidance to players so that research,
companies and the market are oriented towards providing real societally beneficial innovations, solving
fundamental environmental problems.
This report aims to provide a direction for the longterm look needed to develop a responsible, sustainable oversight on the safe future of nanotechnologies in Europe and elsewhere.
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1. The future of nanotechnologies deepen new governance challenges
Nanomaterials are one of the earliest developments in nanotechnologies, reducing existing, ‘bulk’ materials such as carbon and titanium dioxide to a ‘nano’ form, often achieving new properties compared to their
‘bulk’ form. By mid-2009 over 1,000 consumer products containing nanomaterials were available worldwide (1). These products largely fall through regulatory loopholes since legislation addressing the nanomaterial’s safe production, use and end-of-life management or its use in products have not been adjusted
to address nanomaterials, does not address them at all or does not have adequate trigger mechanisms in
cases where there are doubts about safety.
Additionally, users remain uninformed about the nano contents of a product as the public is not engaged in
the development of nanoscience, and product labelling requirements are mostly absent. The ‘gaps’ in the
governance of nanomaterials are slowly being closed, as legislators start to include nano explicitly, albeit
mostly only in chemicals legislation or in relation to substances in product-specific legislation. In the EU
the most comprehensive piece of legislation for the registration, evaluation, authorisation and restriction
of chemical substances, REACH, distinguishes existing chemicals from new chemicals. Due to this legislation design, debates on the inclusion of nanomaterials are narrowly based on whether something is a ‘new’
chemical and hence subject to special safety requirements or not, and whether their production volume
means they are included in the legislation or not. While there are numerous concerns regarding the potential toxicity of nanomaterials and their potential detrimental effect on humans and the environment, these
issues will likely over time be addressed in legislation. However, there is a question as to the harmonised
approach taken to nanomaterials in different pieces of legislation and whether potential future applications are already anticipated in the legislation being amended.
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The much bigger societal issue is not simply how
to regulate nanomaterials, but how we as a society
and individuals actively engage with nanotechnologies. As stated earlier, nanomaterials refer to materials engineered for particular properties at the nano-scale. In contrast nanotechnologies encompass
a much wider scope including the design, characterisation, production and application of structures,
devices and systems by controlling shape and size
of matter at the nanometre scale (2). These structures and systems take us beyond nano as an ingredient in products we use and consume and into the
conscious introduction of active nano-elements into
our bodies. The perceived promise of nanotechnologies is that, as we move from passive nanostructures
to heterogeneous molecular nano-systems, humans
will consciously manipulate the most basic building blocks of living and non-living things. Such novel and controversial developments demand public
knowledge of their existence and a public dialogue
on their acceptability – on both existing and possible future uses. To facilitate such a public understanding process, changes to governance structures
and practices are needed, which perhaps will be as
challenging as creating nanotechnologies in the first
place.

To give more detail on how to look at some of these
active human nanotechnologies, it is useful to consider work done by the International Risk Governance Council (3) characterising different types of
nanotechnologies from passive nanostructures (e.g.
nanomaterials) to the anticipated (but not yet in-

vented) heterogeneous molecular nano-systems,
and identifies the different types of risks inherent
in each stage of the technology’s development (Table 1). The Council concludes that while first generation passive nanotechnologies require at minimum a precautionary approach (e.g. no data – no
market, labelling etc.), later generations of nanotechnologies require a shift to wholly new ways of
sustainable, precaution-based technology assessment and management.
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Nanotechnology research, courtesy Bookhaven
National Laboratory, cc

Table 1: The potential evolution of different nanotechnologies and their related potential risks or
societal pressures (based on IRGC 2006)
Type of
system

Generation

Definition

Examples of uses

Risks

Passive
nanostructure
(most nanomaterials)

First
Generation,
available
now

Nanomaterials that alter the behaviour
of existing materials
and products

•
•
•
•
•

•

Sunscreens
Textiles
Cosmetics
Paints
Sporting goods

•
•
•
•
•

Active
nanostruture
and nano-devices

Integrated
nanosystems

Second
Generation,
imminent
and/or
in
testing stage

Structures
able
to •
change their state during operation e.g. sen- •
sors that turn on/off
or nano drug delivery
structures that change
the way they behave
when reaching their intended target

Nano drug delivery •
devices
Engineered ‘active’
pesticides
•

Third
Generation,
from 2012
onwards

Complex
integration •
of passive and active
nanostructures and de- •
vices, resulting in new
behaviours

Artificial organs, scaf- •
folds for skin tissues
Synthetic organisms,
e.g. bacteria that can
perform novel functions within a living
cell (turning sugar
into fuel, digesting oil
spills, etc)
Enhancements to the
human body

Unexpected and harmful
new behaviour of modified
organisms leading to wide
global impacts

Nanoscale
genetic •
therapies
Supramolecular systems
•

Unforeseen and unpredicted
changes in biosystems and
the environment, resulting
in catastrophic risks
Extreme invasion of privacy

•

Heterogeneous Fourth

molecular
nanosystems

Toxicity risks to humans
and/or environment
Economic/social restructure
Social distribution of benefits and risks
Liability identification and
responsibility
Intellectual property and
patents conflicts
User choice and worker exposure

Advanced
manipula- •
Generation, tion at the nanoscale to
2 0 1 5 - 2 0 2 0 create molecular struc- •
onwards
tures with sub-components playing different
roles
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•

Behaviour of structures may
be unstable and unpredictable
Increased toxicity risks to
humans and/or environment
Potential wide ecosystem
impacts

As we progress to next generations of nanotechnologies applications, assessing their impact will
be made more difficult as they are likely to merge
with other technologies to form new hybrid technologies – perhaps combining genetic engineering
or information technology with nanotechnologies.
An example of such a hybrid technology is synthetic
biology, combining nanotechnologies with molecular biology and electronics/information technology

that converge to extend beyond ‘simple’ genetic
engineering. Instead of reading and analysing DNA,
synthetic biology promises to write and synthesise
DNA, instead of adapting or modifying existing biological systems, new biological systems will be designed and constructed. Nanotechnologies will provide the vital design and construction technology in
the process (4).

Key characteristics of next generation nanotechnologies that will make governance challenging include (5):

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

The amount of scientific knowledge is increasing, and is being developed more rapidly than ever in the past. The
broad application of the tools and concepts means that the pace of development is constantly accelerating.
New science is being put to practical application quicker than ever in the past, and the boundaries between science and technology have become blurred.
Product innovation and manufacturing processes change frequently, applying pressure on regulatory processes to
anticipate or keep up with these changes.
The technologies are complex, even for knowledgeable lay people to understand. This places demands on oversight bodies to involve new types of experts, who may be very few and expensive to hire.
Lack of applicable risk assessment methods. Traditional risk assessment methodologies are already insufficient for
first generation nanotechnologies. Assessment of second, third and fourth generation nanotechnologies is as yet
so unclear, to the point that it is rarely discussed.
The potential health and environmental problems that arise naturally from new technologies, based on our increased ability to anticipate and identify these potential problems.
The nature of next generation technologies means they will go beyond current technology boundaries, mixing
different technologies together, and having broader social impacts.
Potential challenges to moral and ethical beliefs by some of the envisioned applications, such as improving the
functioning of the brain, and the ability of synthetic biology to create new life forms
Products or materials created to change over time and under different circumstances, making regulation difficult.
For instance, self-assembling nanotechnologies may result in in-situ transformation of materials from one form
to another, the potential for unanticipated and uncontrolled self-assembly and the inherent potential for selfreplication.
The potential for self-replication and self-assembly which could introduce problems such as ecosystem-wide destruction as replication actually takes place in unpredicted ways or to greater levels.
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2. From responsible nanotechnologies governance to sustainable innovation governance
Governments have widely promoted the concept
of ‘responsible development’ for nanotechnologies
without (or instead of) clarifying what this means
in relation to calls for a more preventive, precautionary approach. Responsible development aims
to support risk research alongside or in the wake
of nanotechnology product commercialisation. Instead of taking decisive action to mitigate risk many
governments continue to call for more information,
thereby paralysing the understanding and management of the risks of engineered nanomaterials by
analysis (6).
Similarly, many nanotechnology companies and regulatory bodies have taken the view that nano-specific regulation of nanomaterials should not be introduced until more scientific evidence demonstrates
these may be harmful and ‘evidence-based’ regulations can be established (7). Such an approach
removes the burden of proof from nanotechnology
producers, especially since this level of knowledge
regarding nanomaterial risks may be many years
away, while transferring the bearing of potential
risks to society. Most importantly, it reduces the
debate on nanotechnologies and nanomaterials to
a very narrow risk discussion, completely avoiding
the wider societal questions on the acceptability of
these nano developments and the appropriateness
or need for them.

A number of NGOs (8, 9, 10) have suggested that
governments have a conflict of interest as they are
not only promoting nanotechnologies in the pursuit
of national economic competitiveness, but are also
major funders, risk assessors, regulators and public ‘educators’ (11). ‘Responsible development’ of
nanotechnologies and the insistence on ‘evidencebased’ risk management appear to be based predominantly on corporate and economic values and
goals, de-prioritising or disregarding societal interest, public health and environmental safety.
This message is also echoed in a landmark European
Environment Agency report, Late Lessons from Early
Warnings: The Precautionary Principle 1896-2000
(12). The report is full of insights relevant to nanotechnology and innovation policy and has identified ‘late’ lessons on the use of the precautionary
principle learned from experiences with technologies, substances, etc. These ‘lessons’ are again being played out in public decision-making on nanotechnologies and nanosciences. From the report:
“In many of the case studies, adequate information
about potential hazards was available well before
decisive regulatory advice was taken, but the information was either not brought to the attention
of the appropriate decision-makers early enough, or
was discounted for one reason or another. It is also
true that in some of the case studies, early warnings
– and even ‘loud and late’ warnings – were effec-
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Nano silicon, courtesy Bryan Kennedy, cc

tively ignored by decision-makers because of
short-term economic and political interactions.”
(our emphasis).
Scientific studies, and even the technologies
themselves, are still in early enough days of development, for us to be able to deal with early
warnings rather than late ones. However, apparent resistance from authorities because of fear
that it may ‘stifle’ innovation still appears to be
the over-riding concern, rather than concern with
human health and environmental protection, as
per the experiences outlined in the above report.
How then do we govern technologies that are still
in the process of being invented? How do we govern
inventions that are essentially invisible and hence
outside of our ‘normal’ realm of experience? How
can we take responsibility for something that we
cannot comprehend and that does not exist in the
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realm of ‘ordinary’ existence (13)? The paradox of
the 20th and 21st centuries appear to be that the
more technology advances, the less we are apparently able to control its effects (14). The aspirational aim of science and engineering has moved
from understanding nature, to controlling nature
and now to creating nature. Unfortunately in this
process, much research has been shifted from the
public to the private domain, whereby the notion
of science as social service has been lost.
Given the anticipated increase in complexity of
nanotechnologies, and the resulting serious ethical challenges we will need to learn the lessons
on how to the handle ‘simpler’ nanotechnologies
such as nanomaterials in order to ensure more
‘responsible’ governance in future and of future
nanotechnologies.

3.

Towards an innovation policy framework

As discussions on nanotechnologies and nanomaterials develop, there is an increasing recognition for
the need to develop new governance approaches,
tools and authorities (5, 15, 16, 17). These new approaches describe a move away from the current,
narrow focus on risk assessment based on scientific
evidence, to ones that are more adaptive and address the direction and application of innovation.
Often, these proposals for new approaches include
societal engagement and participation as central elements.
The approach of responsible oversight of technological developments needs to move from the current,
narrow focus on risk assessment based on scientific
evidence, to one that takes societal engagement
and participation as a starting point. As unpredictability and uncertainty increase, a risk management
approach becomes less appropriate and more theoretical. It become necessary to step beyond the
conventionally applied ‘benefits versus risks’ frame,
which assumes that technological innovations are inherently beneficial and progressive (18). There is a
need to identify the essential elements for more anticipative, democratic and comprehensive oversight
of technological innovation; to find ways to evaluate the impact of these technologies on individuals,
society and the environment so as to ensure public
benefit, and to engage with, assess and mitigate
the potential economic, social and environmental
‘costs’ and other detrimental consequences of na-

notechnology development.
Below are some key aspects of sustainable innovation governance, although they are by no means an
exhaustive list. Discussions on innovation governance continue to develop, and with it a better understanding and articulation of what such approaches or tools should include.
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Guiding innovation – harnessing human creativity for societal improvements
Nanotechnologies and nanomaterials are not a technological ‘end’ in themselves, rather they are part of
continuing developments in scientific research and technological applications. They also share similarities
to other technological developments (most often compared to genetic engineering and genetically modified organisms), and are likely to develop into more complex applications. These characteristics obviously
point to the need to build approaches and support structures addressing technological innovation rather
than focusing purely on nano-specific technologies or current applications.
As stated earlier, scientific knowledge and regulators have been playing ‘catch-up’ with nanotechnology
applications, given over 1,000 nano-containing products are already on the market and regulators are still
identifying safety testing methods and sometimes revising regulations on some specific products. The anticipated increase in complexity and the significant ethical aspects of future generations of nanotechnologies therefore calls for an oversight or governance approach that is more anticipatory.
Building anticipation into a governance framework ideally leads to being able to identify and assess technological innovations before they reach the market, thereby avoiding the use of the public or the environment as ‘laboratory’. As environmental organisations, and other civil society organisations, consistently call for the application of the precautionary principle, the call for a more anticipatory approach
to governance is strongly linked to the idea of being able to guide innovation more actively, to avoid
societally unacceptable applications on ethical, human health and environmental grounds.
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Such an approach demands the development and use of new and different tools including:

An oversight and guidance framework

Technologies can be shaped through consumer
choice (using market mechanisms to create demand,
for example for DVDs and mobile phones), through
political decision-making (for infrastructure such
as public transportation systems, electricity grids,
etc) or more passively according to a technology’s
ability to achieve an effect (for example, climatecontrolled buildings).
An oversight and guidance framework would help
to orient this technology shaping more actively towards societal and environmental challenges, while
remaining hands-off enough to allow shaping to occur broadly as it has for the examples given above.

For nanotechnologies and other technological innovations to claim sustainability they have to include consideration of sustainability of production
(embrace all aspects of green, ecologically viable
and sustainable design), use, end-of-life and consideration of conventional toxicological risks. They
should also address criteria of acceptable levels of
uncertainty, the potential for reversibility and delay effects, and intra- and inter-generational justice
and enable the participation of many different actor
groups in its governance (7).
Sustainable innovation governance must include
multi-perspective societal decision-making. On a
broad policy level this can be achieved, for instance,
through analysing the drivers of technologies and
their impacts (analytical); engaging in future scenario analysis of developments in technologies (anticipatory); assessing the impact of nanotechnologies on economic, environmental and social grounds
and taking precautionary measures to avoid unacceptable social outcomes. This approach signals a
clear shift from prevention to precaution (19).

To date, oversight mechanisms on nanotechnology
have remained under-developed, being fragmented,
voluntary and uncoordinated. This appears to be
mainly due to the fear of ‘stifling’ innovation, so allowing the market to ‘decide’ whether a product is
acceptable or not (5). This laisser-faire approach,
already considered unacceptable to some in relation
to the ‘simpler’ versions of nanotechnologies, is certainly not responsible or sustainable for the more
complex nanotechnologies to come, and therefore Similar calls for such deliberate guidance of research
a more adequate oversight and guidance framework and development in other converging technologies
(CTs) have been made for the same reasons. CTs
is needed.
include information and communication technolThe call for sustainable innovation governance is ogy, biotechnology, and nanotechnologies. In some
largely driven by the view that innovation without cases of CTs (also the case for applications beyond
clear direction will most likely result in market-driv- these), the need for their use is contested and their
en innovations that bring questionable societal ‘ben- contribution is not immediately apparent. For CTs
efit’, that do not guarantee solutions to serious eco- more generally, their individual existence has crelogical problems but which can achieve corporate ated controversy and anxiety, so their convergence
pay-back on investments in research. With the seri- poses major challenges to the research community,
ous ecological crises of climate change, biodiversity to policy-makers and to European societies. Beyond
loss, water scarcity and over-consumption of natural the areas of health, education and ICT infrastrucresources, there is a clear need for innovation (so- ture, the environment and energy are highlighted as
cial, as well as technological) to be harnessed to ad- important areas where contributions by CTs can be
made (20, 21).
dress these issues with urgency.
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Technology assessment

Once clear sustainability objectives are set (e.g.
80% CO2 reduction in production processes, factor
10 resource efficiency gains, etc), another tool to
be integrated into an innovation oversight approach
is technology assessment (TA). This is a systematic
method for exploring future technology developments and assessing their potential societal effects.
This has historically been used to assess more developed technologies (such as cloning, human health
topics, biotechnology, etc), but efforts have more
recently been made to introduce anticipation of
technology impacts at an early stage in their development. Constructive technology assessment (CTA)
is an evolution of TA, and looks at a technology in
broader social and institutional structures since
technology cannot be assessed in isolation of these.
The preferred strategy for CTA is to broaden the aspects and the actors that are taken into account in
assessing a particular technology. More generally,
this tool can be used to work towards societal learning in handling, and sometimes managing, technology in society (12, 21, 22).
Technology assessment needs to be a vital part of
innovation policy and can be defined in this context
as a way of intentionally guiding technology innovation and its use with the goal to maximise public
good and the sustainability of society as a whole.
Of course, this implies that sustainability objectives
be clearly set both overall and for innovation policy.
Key to sustainable assessment of technologies are
the use and further development (especially in the
social aspects) of current eco-assessment procedures
such as life cycle analysis and the application of the
precautionary principle. Rather than using technology assessment to react to technology, it needs to
enable choice about what types and uses of technology can be supported. University and publicly funded research is already subject to ethics committee

approval and it would not be difficult to extend this
to new forms of technology assessment, for example
by requiring a technology assessment element in all
publicly funded programmes and projects related to
transformational technoscience [22].
Ethics
Technologies and their applications have raised ethical issues before nanotechnology, but the ethical
questions raised by future generations of nanotechnology will multiply these ethical questions, particularly in relation to abilities in human enhancement
technologies and in creating nature. Ethical questions cannot and must not be reduced to an analysis
of the potential benefits expected from a technology and the costs of the potential damages it might
cause (23).
Essential questions to consider regarding the ethical
aspects of technological development are:
• Who should drive the development, and with
what objectives?
• How should technological development be guided and governed by society?
• How can society ensure that technological developments offer appropriate solutions to the
world’s most pressing problems?
• How can society ensure that technological solutions are applied in the best conditions, rather
than as an easier solution to non-technological
(e.g. social or political) solutions?
• Who should bear the burden of proof of safety
(society collectively or companies individually)?
• How can society ensure that a technology’s predicted social benefits will outweigh all costs (visible and hidden), and that costs are not borne by
a different societal group than those receiving
the benefits?
• How should the affected elements of society be
involved in decision-making (18)?
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Public Engagement

Much as there is an urgency to place innovation in a clear sustainably context, there is a similar urgency
to place innovation within a broader societal perspective, as public concern and therefore acceptance of
some technologies have already proven controversial. A broader societal context implies the recognition
that innovation, for the sake of innovation alone, is no longer acceptable in a century where humanity
is increasingly reaching the limits of planetary resources. The ethical questions thrown up by future applications of nanotechnologies have also raised calls for ‘democratising’ science, and it is in the interest
of both innovation in general and nanotechnologies in particular to enter into a social contract between
innovation/science and society.
Responsible oversight of science and technology increasingly requires an assessment of the technology’s
impacts (intended and unintended); a means for the public to understand the technology and to express
their views on it within a formal structure of decision-making; and an ability within government to translate the public’s views into acceptable decisions or actions. Ideally this assessment occurs before the technology is commercially available and when there is an increased ability to forecast the impacts.
Currently the public tends to become engaged with a technology either politically (by for instance opposing the technology) or economically (as a user) after the technology has become established or its applications are available to society. While there are many claims that nanotechnologies will shape the future of
humanity, citizens have not yet been given an opportunity to decide which technologies should be further
developed and promoted and which discouraged or abandoned. Despite many public, deliberative processes having been undertaken, organised by national governments, the influence of public views on decisions
on how to oversee nanotechnologies have yet to be clearly reflected.
Public engagement, “a form of two-way communication between the public and those who have knowledge of, or power over, the particular issues at stake” (24) has become must-do for non-governmental actors and for some governments and industry sectors. The activities to ‘engage’ the public through various
stakeholder groups vary: these can be workshops, opinion surveys, deliberative exercises such as citizens’
juries or consensus conferences, science exhibitions, public seminars and public debates (25).
It appears that many of these exercises are under-funded, poorly designed and conducted and suffer from
pro-industry bias. Most significantly, their key failure is that they appear to have no bearing on governance
outcomes in the form of government decisions. A prerequisite for a significant impact from deliberative
democracy processes is the clear description of how a deliberative process is going to influence policymaking (26).
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Engaging the public in debates – previous experiences
In Europe, an example of a public engagement programme (involving citizens and not just representatives
such as environmental or consumer organisations) is the United Kingdom’s two-year exercise which ended
in 2007. From a report on the Nanotechnology Engagement Group (27), prepared by observers to the
Initiative: “These experiments (in involving members of the public in discussions about the development
and governance of nanotechnologies) emerged in response to a growing awareness in government and in
society of the need to create a more constructive and trusting relationship between science and society.
After the tensions and public debates in the 1990s about bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and
genetically modified (GM) crops, it was widely acknowledged that government needed to reconsider its
approach to science and science governance”.
Demos, a UK think tank which participated in the initiative, concluded that “public engagement is only
really worth doing if it makes a substantive difference”. On the context within which public engagement
is undertaken, they comment: “Public engagement needs to take place where it can reveal the need for
system change. Public engagement with science is also public engagement with scientists, with policy and
with organisations. It asks fundamental questions about the way science is imagined and placed within
institutions. Rather than accepting assumptions about the status quo, it asks ‘why?’” (28).
Similar to the experience of public engagement activities on biotechnology, most of which took place
in the 1990s, there has yet to be a nanotechnology
public dialogue with explicit links to decision-making
within government, industry and the scientific community. Although there is some institutional support
for public engagement on nanotechnology, common
amongst nearly all public engagement exercises is
that irrespective of their proclaimed objectives, they
appear to be designed to boost public acceptance
and the perceived legitimacy of government oversight (29). Such an approach destines every attempt
for public engagement to fail.
NGOs have started to question the value of taking
part in ‘dialogue’ activities as long as there is no opportunity for any substantive change to industry development or governance (30). Some NGOs, such as
the French NGO Pièces et Mains d’Oeuvres (PMO) and
the UK Angels Against Nanotechnology have refused
to take part in the current type of dialogues (24, 31).
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Anticipatory, adaptive – early warning system

A governance system that anticipates potential future developments through its design is one that learns
from past mistakes and aims to avoid situations such as the current one regarding nanomaterials and nanotechnologies, where regulators are playing catch-up with technologies and materials already in products
on the market. Such a governance system would, in advance of adequate regulatory safety measures,
help to identify how more useful, safer and societally beneficial applications can be developed, and in the
process ensure better success of integration of these new technologies into society. Given the increasingly
inherent embedding of uncertainty in new technologies, a sustainable oversight of innovation would naturally need to include an early warning system.
Such a system would need to be able to scan the horizon for potential concerns from a multi-scientific/
societal perspective, and be linked to research and environmental monitoring allowing systematic identification of areas of uncertainty. An early warning research and monitoring system is central to a robust
approach to regulatory appraisal of potential hazards, and an adaptive system needs to be able to respond
quickly and effectively according to new information becoming available. While ‘blanket’ monitoring of
the environment is not feasible, targeted monitoring is practicable, starting with obvious pathways for
existing nanomaterials: sewage outfalls, river water and sediments downstream from major conurbations,
coastal marine sediments and sediment-feeding organisms. (12, 13)
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